PROGRAMME OF THE CONFERENCE

Tuesday 11.04.17 — the first day of the Conference

09:00–10:30  Participants’ arrival and accommodation
Sumskaya, str.,40

10:30–11:00  Conference Hall of KNUCEA Academic Council.
Conference opening. Opening remarks by Yuri Shkodovsky —
Rector of KNUCEA, Chair of Ukrainian DOCOMOMO Chapter,
People’s Architect of Ukraine

11:00–12:00  Plenary session. Opening reports.
Olena Serdyuk. UNESCO guidelines requirements on the
definition of the “object of nomination”
Catherine Cherkasova. Conditions of preservation authenticity
of historic architectural ensembles
Thomas Flierl. The 4th CIAM Congress in Moscow. Preparation
and Failure (1929–1933)

12:00–12:30  Coffee break

12:30–14:00  Conference Hall of KNUCEA Academic Council.
Section 1 «HISTORY OF THE MODERN URBANISM
IN EASTERN EUROPE»
Moderators — Elena Remizova and Thomas Flierl

Lyudmila Bachinska. New urbanization in Eastern Europe:
causes and trends
Svitlana Smolenska. Ukrainian town-planning of the 1920’s –
early 1930’s: features of development
Elena Nadezhndina. The debate around the project
«Mundaneum»: Le Corbusier, El Lissitzky and Karel Teige.
Tat’yana Davidich. Metamorphoses of the urban environment
Peter Szalay. Bratislava — unplanned city

14:00–15:30  Lunch

15:30–17.00  Elena Remizova. Artistic languages of Ukrainian architecture in
1920–1950s
Duygu Yarimbas, Melek Kilinc. Constructing the Capital of
Albania: Tirana
Marina Lavrikova. Constructivist buildings in Kharkiv (1924–
1934).
Igor Bogdanov, Valentin Starostin. The complex of
Dnipropetrovsk Railroading Institute as an uncompleted urbanist
experiment
Olga Deriabina. The complex of tobacco factory in Kharkov
17.30–19:00  
*Conference Hall of the Architectural Faculty*

**Round Table** «THE CONDITION OF RESTORATION AND THE LEGAL STATUS OF THE STATE INDUSTRY BUILDING (GOSPROM) COMPLEX — AN OUTSTANDING MONUMENT OF MODERN URBANISM»

*Moderators: Mykola Chekhunov and Catherine Cherkasova*

Fixed Speeches — Mykhailo Rabinovich and Mykola Chekhunov

19:30  
*Buffet*

**Wednesday 12.04.17 — the second day of the conference**

09:00–11:00  
*Excursion on urban complexes and architectural monuments of early modernism in Kharkiv,*

*Leader of the excursion — Catherine Cherkasova*

11:00–11:30  
*Coffee break*

11:30–13:00  
*Conference Hall of KNUCEA Academic Council.*

Section 2. «SOCIO-POLITICAL AND ECONOMIC DEVELOPMENT AND NEW URBANISM IN EASTERN EUROPE»

*Moderators — Iryna Dreval and Iryna Kreizer*

**Natalya Khoroyan.** New types of public buildings in the architects' practice during the capital period of Kharkiv (1919–1934)

**Yulia Didenko.** New organization of life: notions of «public» and «private» in the Socialist City

**Iryna Kreizer.** The struggle between traditional and vanguard trends in architecture of socialist housing in the 1920–1930’s.

**Inna Akmen, Andriy Bolizhevsky.** The working settlements in the urban planning of Kharkiv in the 1920–1930’s.

**Alexander Chub.** The development of sports in Kharkiv in the 1920–1930’s period.

**Iryna Dreval.** Kharkiv railway station complex in the context of new urbanism of 1920–1930’s

**Alexander Voloshyn.** Building Technologies in the Shaping Avant-Garde Architecture of the 20–30-ies years of the XX century.

**Vera Heinemann.** Experimental Building in Uzbekistan

**Kostiantyn Rusev.** Transformations of city images in Soviet science-fiction film of the interwar period

14:00–15:00  
*Lunch*

15:00–17:30  
*Conference Hall of KNUCEA Academic Council*

Section 3 «THEORETICAL AND METHODOLOGICAL LEGACY OF THE 1920–1930’s»

*Moderators — Alberto Foyo and Alexander Bouryak*
Alberto Foyo. Constructivism; a revolution betrayed. Constructivism and the technologies of Utopia

Elena Gella, Liubov Kachemceva. The influence of utopian ideas in urban planning practice in Kharkov in the 1920-1930’s

James Dunnett. Le Corbusier and the Linear City

Alexander Bouryak. Ukrainian municipal school in the early XX century as the main protagonist of modernist urbanism

Mariya Syngaevska. Interpretation of constructivist principles in contemporary urban planning

Elena Konoplyova. The idea of vertical zoning in town planning concepts of the 1920–1930’s

Yuri Volchok. 1958. 5th UIA Congress in Moscow: the overview of urban values perception in the middle of the 20th century as the reflection over prewar urban development methods

Inna Akmen. Architectural publicistics of the1930–1940's.

Coffee break

Conference Hall of KNUCEA Academic Council

Section 4 «IDENTIFICATION, STUDIES AND DOCUMENTATION OF THE MODERN MOVEMENT MONUMENTS OF URBAN DEVELOPMENT»

Moderators — Catherine Cherkasova and Elena Mokrousova

Olga Shvydenko. Preservation of the town-planning heritage of the era of modernism

Anna Zviryaka. Problems of protection and use of town-planning monuments

Elena Mokrousova. Problems of modernist objects including into the State Register of Immovable Monuments of Ukraine (on Kiev city examples)

Nadiya Antonenko. Monuments of modern urban planning from the times of capital Kharkiv

Natalya Melnik. Problem of protection of heritage of modernism period in Odessa

Anna Demenko. Techniques of volumes and facades plastic forming of Odessa residential houses in the 20–30’s years of the XX-th century

Iryna Bulakh. Medical institutions in Kiev, built in the period from 1910 to 1940

Alexander Kharlan. Features of the planning structure forming of Kamenskoye (former Dneprodzerzhinsk) city in the 1920–1930’s.

Victor Riapolov. The club-cantina building (now Wedding Palace) in «New Kharkiv» KhTZ settlement: history of survey and certification, prospects of protection and use

18:00 The cultural program

Thursday 13.04.17 — the third day of the conference

09:00–12:00 Excursion «Linear City»

Head of the excursion — Yevgenia Gubkina
12:00–12:30  

Coffee break

Conference Hall of KNUCEA Academic Council

12:30–14:30  

Section 5 « URBAN COMPLEXES OF THE FIRST HALF OF THE TWENTIETH CENTURY MODERNIZATION AND REVITALIZATION »

Moderators — Lyudmila Bachinska and Victor Mironenko

Alexandra Khalepa. Potential of the space of historical industrial buildings in context of modern urbanism practices


Blazej Ciarkowski. Towards functional Łódź. Modernist housing estates in the industrial city

Ljiljana Vasilevska, Magdalena Vasilevska. Urban renewal of Stara Zeleznicka Kolonija neighborhood during post-socialist period: forms, intensity and outcomes

Ludmila Anisimova, Yuri Anisimov. Environment regeneration of the «Linen Factory» urban settlement in Vologda after principles of new urbanism

Alexey Shpak, Nikolay Yakovlev. Historiography of Kiev railway station

Mihail Komarov. Ways to modernize O. Dovzhenko film studio

Alexandra Naryzhna. Between innovation and totalitarianism: Soviet architecture during the interwar period

14:30–15:30  

Lunch

15:30–17:00  

Conference Hall of KNUCEA Academic Council

Round Table «PROSPECTS OF INTERNATIONAL COOPERATION IN THE STUDY AND PROTECTION OF INTERWAR URBANISM MONUMENTS IN UKRAINE»

Moderators — Thomas Flierl and Alexander Bouryak

17:00–17:30  

Coffee break

17:30–18:30  

The annual session of Ukrainian DOCOMOMO Chapter

(Conference Hall of KNUCEA Academic Council)

18:30  

Closing Ceremony of the Conference

19:00  

Final gala dinner

Friday 14.04.17 — Participants’ departures